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It’s Super Cool – and We’re Not Talking About the Milkshakes 

Burger, Tap & Shake is Urban-Chic 
 
Neatly wrapping the corner from Washington Circle to 23rd Street is the hip urban scene that is 
Burger, Tap & Shake.  It shares kitchen, keg space, and restrooms with District Commons, the 
Passion Food Hospitality restaurant now anchoring the Circle, but takes the casual vibe to a 
whole new realm.   
 
BTS is a counter-service, seat-yourself burger joint with an atmosphere of no-nonsense industrial 
chic: light cement floors, an exposed black ductwork ceiling, and a cement bar faced with rough-
hewn reclaimed wood – which also covers one rear wall and part of the ceiling.  The walls of the 
open stainless steel grill-kitchen are lined with work-a-day white subway tile.  When your burger 
is ready, it is presented on a quarter-size metal sheet pan topped with a sheet of paper – no fuss, 
no muss, no plate.   
 
Noted urban street artist, Jazi Rock, created the techno-color wall and floor décor. Greeting you 
from the entry wall is his monumental take on the iconic face of George Washington: larger than 
life, hipper then ever, and in shocking colors.  The exuberant embellishment spills across the 
floor and onto the chalkboard menus.   
 
Bare bulbs in protective industrial cages are suspended over the counter and bar, and white globe 
pendants along the windows and tin ‘garbage can’ shades in the center of the room shed a playful 
utilitarian light.  The three window-side banquettes are covered in bright blue upholstery with a 
tone-on-tone ‘scribble’ pattern.  The chairs and barstools are brushed aluminum, and tabletops 
and wall railing are made from sugarcane.  A handy column near the door dispenses condiments, 
just what you want, just where you need it.  
 
From the outside, metallic vinyl window logos mark the spot.  Brushed aluminum tables and 
orange stackable dining chairs offer seating for ten lucky customers, in season.  Otherwise, 
Burger, Tap & Shake accommodates sixty-two at the indoor tables, service bar, and wall 
railing.  Two television screens keep you entertained while you wait – because each burger is 
hand-crafted and made to order.  Staff are clad in dark jeans and a pumpkin-colored t-shirt, and 
the music is lively Top-40 rock.   
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